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INTRODUCTION 
All rings R considered in this note are associative and have an identity. 
A module M is a unitary left R-module, E(M) =- E,(M) denotes its injective 
hull, and Ass(M) is the set of its associated prime ideals. A prime ring is 
said to be left bounded if every essential left ideal contains a nonzero two- 
sided ideal, and we call the ring R fully left bounded, if R/P is left bounded 
for each prime ideal P. 
It is well-known that for an injective, indecomposable module E over 
a left noetherian ring the set Ass(E) consists of a uniquely determined 
prime ideal. The map 
/3 : E --f Ass(E) 
induces a surjective map from the set of isomorphism classes of injective, 
indecomposable left R-modules onto the set spec(R) of all prime ideals 
of R. The main purpose of this paper is to show that this induced map is 
bijective if and only if R is fully left bounded (Theorem 3.5). It may be 
worth noting that this characterization provides some justification for the 
terminology “rings with sufficiently many two-sided ideals” used by Gabriel 
in [I]. 
I f  the classical Krull-dimension and the left Krull-dimension of the ring R 
are defined as in [5], then these dimensions are equal for every fully left 
bounded, left noetherian ring (Theorem 2.4). Together with Theorem 3.5 
this shows that the restriction to rings with finite left Krull-dimension in 
similar theorems of Gabriel ([l], p. 426, Corollaire 3) Gabriel and 
Rentschler ([2], p. 713), and Michler ([7], p. 136, Theorem 3.4) is not 
necessary. 
Concerning the terminology we refer to Goldie [3] and Matlis [6]. For 
a subset S of the left R-module M the left annihilator of S in R is denoted 
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by tR(S). A prime ideal P of R is associated with the module M if there 
exists a submodule N # 0 of M with P = tR(N*) for all nonzero submodules 
N* of N. A ring is left Goldie if it satisfies the maximum condition for left 
annihilators and does not contain an infinite direct sum of nonzero left 
ideals. The singular submodule Z(M) is the set of all elements m in M for 
which &R(m) is an essential left ideal. A module M is homogeneous (isotypic) 
if E(M) is a direct sum of injective, indecomposable modules. 
1. CLASSICAL KRULL-DIMENSION 
The purpose of this section is to provide some straightforward results 
concerning the classical Krull-dimension. For the convenience of the reader 
we repeat the relevant definitions of [5]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let spec(R) be the set of all prime ideals of R, let 
spec,(R) denote the set of all maximal ideals of R, and for ordinals 01 > 0 let 
spec,(R) = [P E spec(R) 1 P $ Q E spec(R) implies Q E 8’;‘= specB(R) 1. 
The smallest ordinal cy. (if it exists) for which spec(R) = spec,(R) is called 
the classical l&&dimension cl.K-dim(R) of R. 
It is clear that cl.K-dim(R) need not always be defined. It was shown 
in [5] that the maximum condition for two-sided ideals of R implies the 
existence of an ordinal oi such that spec,(R) = spec(R). The following 
provides a necessary and sufficient condition. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The following properties of the ring R are equivalent: 
(1) R satisfies the maximum condition for prime ideals. 
(2) There is an ordinal 01 2 0 with spec,(R) = spec(R). 
Proof. (1) + (2): Let spec,(R) # spec(R) for some /3 2 0. It suffices to 
show that spec,(R) s spec@+r(R). If  P is maximal in spec(R) - spec,(R) 
and Q is a prime ideal containing P properly, then 
Q E Spec@) = U SpeW) 
r<B+l 
which implies P E speq,+r(R). 
(2) --+ (1): Assume spec,(R) = spec(R) for some ordinal ~11 > 0, and 
let S be a nonempty set of prime ideals of R. Let /3 be the smallest one 
among the ordinals y  < 01 for which S n spec,,(R) is not empty. Let 
P E S n spec,(R) and assume there is an element Q in S which contains P 
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properly. Then Q E u ,,c@ spec.,(R) and hence Q E spec,(R) n S for some 
y  < /I, contradicting the minimalitp of p. Thus P is maximal in S. 
LEMn,ra 1.3. Let R be a ring and a > 0 an ordinal. Then: 
(a) If I is an ideal contained in the prime ideal P, then P E spec,JR) 
if and only if P/I E spec,(R/I). 
(b) cl.K-dim(R) a: implies cl.K-dim(R/I) .:< 8 for every ideal I of R. 
(c) If R is a prime ring with cl.K-dim(R) ~= OL and P -i 0 is a prime 
ideal, then cl.K-dim(R/P) < 01. 
Proof. (a) The statement is obvious for u: ; 0. Let (y. > 0 and assume 
(a) holds for all p < 01. From the definition of spec,(R) and the induction 
hypothesis we get: P E spec,(R) if? P $ Q E spec(R) implies Q E spec,(R) 
for some /3 < 01, i f f  P/I 5 Q/I E spec(R/I) implies Q/I E spec,(R) for some 
p < a, i f f  P/I E spec,(R/I). 
(b) If  P/IEspec(R,‘Z), then Ii P~spec(R)=spec,(R), so P/IEspec,(R/I) 
by (a). 
(c) Clearly P t specs(R) for some ,G < 01. If  Q/P. spec(R/P), then 
Q E spec,(R) for some y  < /3 and hence Q/P E spec,(R/P) by (a). Thus 
spec(R:P)L u spec,(R/P) = spec,(R/P) 
,,-:l3 
which implies cl.K-dim(R/P) r.> p < (Y. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let R be a Cng with cl.K-dim(R) 2~ 01 > 0. [f  
cl.K-dim(R/I) < a fur every ideal I + 0, then R is a prime ring with 
cl.K-dim(R) = a. 
Proof. Let P and Q be prime ideals with P $ Q. Since cl.K-dim(R/Q) =: 
p < a: we get Q t spec,(R) by 1.3 (a). Thus P E spec,(R) for all P E spec(R), 
and this yields cl.K-dim(R) .< o(, so cl.K-dim(R) = 01. Assume R is not a 
prime ring and let 24 and B be nonzero ideals with iZR -== 0. Let /3 :== 
max(cl.K-dim(R/d), cl.K-dim(R/B)) and let P be a prime ideal of R. We 
may assume ;2 C P, and it follows from 1.3 (b) that 
cl.K-dim(R/P) = cl.K-dim(R/iZ/P/A) C< cl.K-dim(R/J) < p < o(, 
so P E spec,(R) by 1.3 (a). Thus spec(R) = spec,(R) with p < 01, which 
contradicts cl.K-dim(R) := cx. 
PROPOSITION 1 S. The following properties of the ring R with maximum 
condition for two-sided ideals are equivalent: 
(1) R is a prime ring. 
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(2) cl.K-dim(R/P) < cl.K-dim(R) for every prime ideal P # 0. 
(3) cl.K-dim(R/I) < cl.K-dim(R) for every ideal I # 0. 
Proof. By 1.2 it is clear that cl.K-dim(S) is defined for every epimorphic 
image S of R. By 1.3 (c) condition (1) implies (2), and Lemma 1.4 asserts 
that (1) follows from (3). Assume (2) and let I be an ideal which is maximal 
with respect to cl.K-dim(R/I) = cl.K-dim(R) = 01. If  K/I is a nonzero 
ideal of R/I, then 
cl.K-dim(R/I/K/I) = cl.K-dim(R/K) < 01 = cl.K-dim(R/I) 
by the maximality of I, so R/I is a prime ring by Lemma 1.4. Thus I = 0 
by (2), and this implies (3). 
2. KRULL-DIMENSION OF FULLY LEFT BOUNDED RINGS 
DEFINITION 2.1 (See [5]). For the left R-module M let G(M) denote 
the set of all pairs (K, N) of submodules K and N of M with NC K. Let 
G,,(M) = ((K, N) E G(M) j K/N artinian} 
and 
G,(M)= ~(K,~;)EG(M)IK~)K~~...>K,~K,+~Z...~~: 
implies (Ki , K,,) E iJ G,(M) for almost all i 
B<U I 
for ordinals 01 > 0. If  G,(M) = G(M) f  or some ordinal 01, then the smallest 
such ordinal is the Krull-dimension K-dim(M) of the module M. For the 
ring R the ordinal &K-dim(R) = K-dim&R) is the left Krull-dimension of R. 
For finite ordinals Definition 2.1 coincides with the definition of the 
Krull-dimension as given by Gabriel and Rentschler in [2]. In [5] it was 
shown, that the existence of an ordinal with G,(M) = G(M) implies that 
M is finite-dimensional in the sense of Goldie. The existence of such an 
ordinal is guaranteed in case M is noetherian. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a fully left bounded ring whose left Krull- 
dimension is defined. Then 
(a) The classical K&l-dimension of R is dejked. 
(b) cl.K-dim(R) < e.K-dim(R). 
Proof. (a) Assume /.K-dim(R) = f  01 or some ordinal 01 > 0. It is clear 
that /.K-dim(R/I) < cx for every ideal I of R. By Proposition 1.2 we have to 
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verify the maximum condition for prime ideals of R. Let r3J1 = (P, , k E K) 
be a nonempty set of prime ideals, and let PI< = d.K-dim(R/P,). Let /3,, be 
the smallest one among the ordinals pk , and assume that P, 3 P,, for some 
0 7’ h E k-. By Proposition 4 of [S] the ring 5’ R/P,, has finite left Goldie- 
dimension. Since S is left bounded, the singular ideal Z(,S) is zero, so 5’ 
possesses a simple artinian quotient ring by Goldie’s theorem for prime 
rings. The ideal Q PJP,, is an essential left ideal of S, so it contains 
a regular element c. Obviously 
K-dim(SjSc) 2: K-dim(S/Q) = K-dim(R/P,) _~- PI, 1.: PO . 
Since Sci/Sci-r E S/SC for i .~: 1, 2,..., and since the left ideals Sci form a 
properly descending chain, this contradicts C.K-dim(S) =- p,, . Thus P, is 
maximal in ‘331. 
(b) By (a) R satisfies the maximum condition for prime ideals. Further- 
more, as observed in the proof of (a), R/P is a left Goldie ring for every 
prime ideal P. Therefore, the proof of Lemma 12 in [5] can be used, and 
we omit the details. 
Remark 2.3. The converse of Proposition 2.2 is not true, there are even 
fully left bounded prime rings whose classical Krull-dimension is defined, 
but their left Krull-dimension is not. Let S be the simple ring of all 
X, x X,-matrices over a field K which have only a finite number of nonzero 
entries in each row and column. Let R = {(s, k) j s E S, k E K} with addition 
defined componentwise and multiplication according to the rule 
(~1 > Us, , k,) = (vz + k,s, + k,sl > hk,). 
It is easy to verify that the only prime ideals of R are {O> and S, so 
cl.K-dim(R) = 1. Since R/S ‘v K, the ring R/S is left bounded. Since S 
is the left socle of R, every essential left ideal of R contains S, so R is left 
bounded as well. But d.K-dim(R) is not defined because of Proposition 4 
in [S], since S is a direct sum of infinitely many minimal left ideals. 
THEOREM 2.4. lf R is a fully left bounded, left noetherian ring, then 
6.K-dim(R) = cl.K-dim(R). 
Proof, Since R is left noetherian, cl.K-dim(R) < l.K-dim(R) by 
Lemma 12 of [5]. Let cl.K-dim(R) = a: and assume first that R is a prime 
ring. If  01 = 0, then R is a simple ring with no essential left ideals other 
than R, so it is artinian. Let OL > 0 and assume that for any /l < 01 every 
fully left bounded, left noetherian prime ring S with cl.K-dim(S) = p 
satisfies .C.K-dim(S) = /3. Let L be an essential left ideal of R and let I -# 0 
be an ideal contained in L. Since R is left noetherian, there exist prime 
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ideals P1 ,..., P, 1 I with P,P, ... P, C I. Since cl.K-dim(R/PJ < 01 by 
Lemma 1.3, /.K-dim(R/P,) < 01 by induction hypothesis. Thus the 
Krull-dimension of each of the finitely generated left R/P,-modules 
pi+1 ... Pn/PiPi+l ... P, is less than 01 by Lemma 7 of [5], so 
K-dim(R/L) < max(K-dim(Pi+r ..* P,/P, -.. P,)) < 01 
by Lemma 7 of [5], and this implies 8.K-dim(R) < oi by Proposition 8 of [5]. 
I f  R is not a prime ring, then 0 = PIP2 ... P, with prime ideals Pi # 0 
because R is left noetherian. For each i the module Pi+l ..* P,/P,Pi+l ... P, 
is a finitely generated left R/P,-module, and since the assertion has already 
been proved for prime rings, it follows from Lemma 7 in [5] that 
K-dim(Pi+r ... P,/Pi ..* PJ < t.K-dim(R/Pi) = cl.K-dim(R/P,) < 01 
and hence 
/.K-dim(R) = max(K-dim(Pi+r ..’ PJP, ... P,)) < cl.K-dim(R). 
3. RINGS WITH SUFFICIENTLY MANY TWO-SIDED IDEALS 
In this section we give an ideal-theoretic characterization of those left 
noetherian rings for which the map 
/3 : E + Ass(E) 
induces a bijective map from the set of isomorphism classes of injective, 
indecomposable left R-modules onto the set spec(R). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a ring whose prime ideals are Jinitely generated left 
ideals. Then: 
(a) For every ideal I # R there exists a family of prime ideals 
PI, pz >*.-, P, which contain I and for which PIP2 ... P, CI. 
(b) R satisfies the ascending chain condition for prime ideals. 
Proof. (a) Since all finite products of prime ideals are also finitely 
generated left ideals, this follows easily by Zorn’s lemma. 
(b) Let P,CP,C...CP,_C... be an ascending chain of prime 
ideals, and let P be their set theoretic union. By (a) there are prime ideals 
Qr , Qa ,..., Qnz containing P with QrQa *.’ Qm C P. Since QiQa ..’ Qnz is a 
finitely generated left ideal, QrQa ... Qm C P, for some n and hence 
QiCPaCPCQi for some i, 1 <i,(m. 
Thus P = P, , and the chain becomes stationary after finitely many steps. 
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LEMMA 3.2. The class of all rings R with Ass(E,) f  Ass(&) for any 
two nonisomorphic injective, indecomposable left R-modules E1 and E, is closed 
under epimorphic images. 
Proof. Let S R/Z be an epimorphic image of R, and let Fr and F, 
be two nonisomorphic injective, indecomposable left S-modules. Clearly 
Fr and F2 arc nonisomorphic and uniform as left R-modules. If  E,(F,) _y_ 
ER(F2) P X, then the injectivc, indecomposable left R-module X contains 
copies of both FI and F, and hence their nonzero intersection N. Since N 
is clearly an S-module, it follows from Proposition 2.2 in [6] that Pi ‘v E,(N), 
i =~. 1, 2. This contradiction shows that E,(F,) and ER(F2) are not isomorphic. 
Since Z C tR(Fz), it is easily verified that the set Ass,(F,) is empty (a case 
which is conceivable since R is not assumed to be left noetherian) if and 
only if Ass,(E,(F,)) is empty and that Ass,(FJ := Z’jZ for some prime ideal P 
of R if and only if AssR(E~(Fi)) = P. Thus Asss(F,) # Asss(F,) by 
hypothesis. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be a ring which satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) Prime ideals of R are jkitely generated left ideals. 
(b) R/P is a left Goldie ring for every prime ideal P. 
(c) Ass(E) -# Ass(F) for any two nonisomorphic injective, indecomposable 
left R-modules E and F. 
Then R is a fully left bounded, left noetherian ring. 
Z’roof. First we prove that R is fully left bounded. For this R may be 
assumed to be a prime ring, since condition (c) is inherited by epimorphic 
images (Lemma 3.2). Assume R is not left bounded. Then there exists 
an essential left ideal L + R which does not contain a product of finitely 
many nonzero prime ideals. Because of (a), Zorn’s lemma allows to choose 
L maximal with respect to this property. By Lemma 3.1 the left ideal L 
does not contain a nonzero two-sided ideal, so P,(R/L) = 0. Therefore 
/#C/L) . &(R/K) C tR(R/L) = 0 
for every left ideal K which contains L properly. Since R is a prime ring, 
it follows that !,(K/L) = 0, because by the maximality of L the left ideal K 
contains a product of nonzero prime ideals, so lR(R/K) cannot be zero. 
Thus Ass(R/L) consists of the zero ideal which is also the unique associated 
prime ideal of the left R-module RR. As a left Goldie ring R is left finite- 
dimensional, so 
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with injective, indecomposable left R-modules Xi. Since clearly Ass(Xi) = {O] 
for i = 1, 2,..., n, it follows from (c) that E(R/L) N Xi for each i, because 
R/L is uniform by the maximality of L. If v denotes the canonical R-homo- 
morphism from R onto R/L and a denotes an R-isomorphism from E(R/L) 
onto X, , then q(R) _C X, C E(,R). Now 
x(cy( 1)) = op(x . 1) = q(x) = 0 
for all x in L, so L _C /,(q(l)). Because of L # R the element q(l) is not 
zero, so Z(E(,R) # 0. But this implies Z(,R) # 0 which is impossible 
because R is a left Goldie prime ring. 
Now we turn to the proof of the maximum condition for left ideals. 
Let P1 , P2 ,..., P,, be a set of prime ideals and assume the rings R/P, are 
left noetherian. The i-th factor module of the chain 
PIP2 ..* P, _c Pz . ..P.-C...CP,_,P,_CP,CR 
is a finitely generated and hence noetherian left R/P,-module. Therefore 
it is also a noetherian left R-module, so the left R-module R/P,P, ... P, 
is noetherian. By Lemma 3.1 the zero ideal is the product of finitely many 
prime ideals, so it suffices to show that R/P is left noetherian for each prime 
ideal P. Assume this is not true. By Lemma 3.1 there is a prime ideal P 
which is maximal with respect to the property that R/P is not left noetherian. 
Let L be an essential left ideal of S = R/P. Since S is left bounded, L 
contains a two-sided ideal I # 0, and this in turn contains a product 
P,P, ... P, of prime ideals Pi 2 I of S by Lemma 3.1. By the argument 
above, SjP1P2 ... P, is a noetherian left S-module, so the submodule 
LlP1P2 ... P, is finitely generated. Since PIP2 ... P, is a finitely generated 
left ideal by (a), it follows that L is finitely generated. But every left ideal 
is a direct summand of an essential eft ideal. Contradiction! 
Remark. Lemma 3.1 and the fact that a fully left bounded ring whose 
prime ideals are finitely generated left ideals is left noetherian have inde- 
pendently been proved also by G. Michler and L. Small. 
COROLLARY 3.4. The ring R is semisimple artinian if and only if it is a 
semiprime left Goldie ring whose prime ideals are maximal, and for which 
Ass(E) # Ass(F) for any two nonisomorphic injective, indecomposable left 
R-modules E and F. 
Proof, A semisimple artinian ring is clearly left Goldie and its prime 
ideals are maximal. It follows from Gabriel ([I], p. 423, Lemma 2) that 
two nonisomorphic injective, indecomposable left R-modules have different 
associated prime ideals. For the converse we note that a semiprime left 
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Goldie ring has only a finite number of maximal annihilator ideals and 
that their intersection is zero (see Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.8 of [4]). 
Furthermore, these maximal annihilator ideals P, ,.,., P,, are prime ([4], 
Lemma 4.6) and hence maximal by assumption. By Lemma 4.10 of [4], 
each of the rings RIP, is left Goldie. Since the only prime ideal of RIP, is 
trivially finitely generated as left ideal and since Ass(E) 7’ Ass(F) for any two 
nonisomorphic injective, indecomposable left R/P,-modules by Lemma 3.2, 
Proposition 3.3 applies. Thus the simple rings R/P, are left bounded and 
hence artinian. Since 
Pi+, n 1.~ n P,);(P; n Pfil n ... n P,) 
7 (Pi + (Pit1 n ... n P,)): Pi :== R/P, 
for each i = 1, 2,..., n, the factor modules of the chain 
0 = PI n . . . n P, C ’ . . s P,,+, n P?, 5 I’, C R 
are artinian, and therefore R is left artinian. Thus R is also semisimple 
because it is semiprime. 
THEOREM 3.5. The following properties qf the left noetherian ring R are 
equivalent: 
(I) The map p : E - Ass(E) induces a bijective map f),om the set of 
isomorphism classes of injective, indecomposable left R-modules onto the set 
spec(R). 
(2) R is fully left bounded. 
(3) If  E is an injective, indecomposable left R-module with Ass(B) = P, 
then there exists an element 0 -+ e f  E with K-dim(Re) -= /.K-dim(R/P). 
(4) Each finitely generated tertiary left R-module is Goldman-primary. 
Proof. The equivalence of (I) and (4) is due to Michler ([7], Theorem 2.4) 
and has only been added for completeness. The implication (1) -+ (2) follows 
immediately from I-‘roposition 3.3. 
(2) --f (3): Let E be an injective, indecomposable left R-module with 
associated prime ideal P, so that P = /,(Re) for some clement e + 0 in B. 
Assume first that 
K-dim(R/L) < /.K-dim(R/P) for all left ideals L J P. 
Then RIP is a left ore domain by Theorem IO of [5]. I f  C,(e) 2 Z’, then 
/R(e) > Z ?; I’ = /,(Re) for some ideal Z by (2), contradicting the fact that 
kR(Re) is the largest two-sided ideal contained in %(e). Therefore /‘R(e) -: P, 
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whence E ‘v E(Re) N E(R/LR(e)) = E,(R/P), so E contains a cyclic sub- 
module which is even isomorphic to the left R-module R/P. Assume now 
that there is a left ideal L 2 P with K-dim(R/L) = /.K-dim(R/P). It will 
suffice to show that E N E(R/L). Let L be represented as an irredundant 
intersection of irreducible left ideals Li, i = 1, 2,..., n. Since R/L can be 
imbedded in R/L, @ ..’ @ R/L*, it follows from Lemma 7 of [5] that 
K-dim(R/L) < max(K-dim(R/L,), i = 1,2,..., n). 
Since each L, contains L, we also have K-dim(R/LJ < K-dim(R/L) for 
each i, so K-dim(R/L) = K-dim(R/L,) for some i. Thus we may assume 
that L is irreducible. Assume next that L/P is an essential left ideal of R/P. 
Since RIP is left bounded, there exists an ideal I with P s I CL. By Proposi- 
tion 1.5 we have cl.K-dim(R/I) < cl.K-dim(R/P), so it follows from 
Theorem 2.4 that 
K-dim(R/L) < L.K-dim(R/L) = cl.K-dim(R/I), 
< cl.K-dim(R/P) = t.K-dim(R/P). 
This contradiction shows that L/P is not an essential left ideal of R/P. 
Let X be a left ideal which is maximal with respect to the properties X2 P 
and X r‘l L = P, and let X be represented as an irredundant intersection of 
irreducible left ideals Xi, i = 1, 2,..., n. Then P = L n X, n ... n X, 
is an irredundant intersection and hence 
E,(R/P) N E(R/L) @ E(R/X,) 0 ... @ E(R/X,) 
by Theorem 2.3 of [6]. On the other hand, lR(e)/P is not an essential left 
ideal of R/P, and since the submodule Re ‘v R/fR(e) of the injective, inde- 
composable module E is left uniform, the argument above can be applied 
again to yield 
&(W) = EW&)) 0 EWYJ 0 ... 0 E(RIYm) 
with irreducible left ideals Yj , j = 1, 2,..., m. By Gabriel ([l], p. 421) 
the left R-module R/P is homogeneous, and this finally implies 
E _N E(Re) N E(R/lR(e)) = E(R/L). 
(3) + (1): Since R is left noetherian the map /? : E - Ass(E) certainly 
induces a surjective map from the set of isomorphism classes of injective, 
indecomposable left R-modules onto the prime spectrum spec(R) of R. 
Let E be an injective, indecomposable left R-module with associated prime 
ideal P. By Gabriel ([l], p. 421) any t wo injective, indecomposable sub- 
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modules of E,(RIP) are isomorphic, so (I) will follow if it can be shown 
that E is isomorphic to a submodule of E,(R/P). By assumption, there 
exists an element e f  0 in E with K-dim(Re) = !.K-dim(R/P). Assume 
L = LR(e)/P is an essential left ideal of S = R/P. By Theorem 3.9 of Goldie 
[3], L contains a regular element c, so L contains the properly descending 
chain 
It follows from Scl/Sci-r = S/SC that 
K-dim(Sci/Sri+l) 2: K-dim(S/L) = K-dim(R/L,(e)), 
-7 (.K-dim(R/P) =- /-.K-dim(S). 
Contradiction! Therefore L is not essential, so there exist irreducible left 
ideals Xi , i =- I, 2 ,..., n such that the intersection P = TX(e) n X, n .. n S,, 
is irredundant. By Theorem 2.3 of [6] this implies 
E,(R/P) ‘v E(R/eR(e)) @ E(R/XI) @ ... c. E(R/S,,), 
so the assertion follows from E N E(Re) ry E(R/G,(e)). 
In [5] a left noetherian ring R was defined to be a left Matlis ring if for 
every injective, indecomposable left R-module E there exists a prime ideal 
P of R with E cx E,(R/P). Theorem 3.5 gives the following characterization 
of these rings. 
COROLLARY 3.6. A left noetherian ring R is a left Matlis ring if and only 
if every nonzero left ideal of every prime epimorphic image of R contains a 
nonzero two-sided ideal. 
Proof. Assume R is a left Matlis ring. For every prime ideal P of R there 
exists an injcctive, indecomposable left R-module E with Ass(E) ; P. 
Obviously E ‘v E,(R/P), so the ring R/P is left uniform and the assertion 
follows from Theorem 3.3. Conversely, let E be an injective, indecomposable 
left R-module and P its associated prime ideal. Then P = IX(Re) for some 
element e # 0 of E, and it follows that P =- &R(e), for otherwise there 
would be an ideal I with P s I C F,( e , contradicting the fact that tX(Re) is the ) 
largest ideal contained in fR(e). Thus E ‘v E(Re) cu E(R/I’,(e)) =:: E,(R/P). 
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